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Abstract: With the development of satellite cluster technology, the earth observation capability
of satellite clusters has been greatly enhanced, along with the improvement of satellite earth ob-
servation and inter-satellite data transmission ability. Nevertheless, it is difficult to coordinate
satellite observation, inter-satellite data transmission, and satellite–ground data download to satisfy
the constraints of satellite multi-subsystems. In this article, the multi-satellite observation-relay
transmission-downloading coupling scheduling problem is described. Based on the conventional
tabu search algorithm for multi-satellite earth observation, the data transmission path planning algo-
rithm is integrated to carry out the entire coupling process of multi-satellite observation, inter-satellite
data transmission, and satellite–ground data downloading. Referring to the idea of the artificial po-
tential field method, the satellite cluster profit-state evaluation function is introduced to enhance the
local search process within the tabu search framework. Moreover, in the data transmission planning
algorithm, the rule-based Dijkstra data transmission path planning method is proposed based on
two data transmission path planning strategies and the satellite cluster state-strategy selection rules.
The simulation results show that the proposed method can realize the entire process of scheduling
satellite cluster observation, relay transmission, and downloading and enhance the ability of the
satellite cluster to obtain observation data. The improved Dijkstra method enhances the adaptability
of the data transmission path planning method to the multi-subsystem coupled problem, and the
improved local search in the tabu search method elevates the searching capability of the algorithm.

Keywords: earth observation satellite; mission scheduling; inter-satellite data transmission;
satellite–ground data downloading; multi-subsystems; tabu search; Dijkstra algorithm; artificial
potential field

1. Introduction

The earth observation satellite (EOS) acquires Earth’s surface data from space, offering
the advantage of extensive detection coverage. EOS finds widespread applications in disas-
ter monitoring, environmental surveillance, and resource exploration [1]. Accompanying
the increment in the number of in-orbit satellites, the collaboration of multiple EOSs has
strengthened the Earth’s observation ability, expanded coverage, and increased the number
of observation targets, which is beyond what a single EOS could accomplish. Typical
multi-EOS projects include Pleiades [2], World View [3], HJ [4], etc. Multi-EOS mission
scheduling involves the rational scheduling of on-board actions during satellite observation
processes to maximize profit while satisfying the satellite’s constraints [5]. Based on single-
EOS mission scheduling, multi-EOS mission scheduling also needs to schedule multi-EOS
cooperative work [6]. In recent years, the multi-EOS scheduling problem has received
extensive attention and research efforts.

The process of satellite earth observation involves capturing ground target information
through a camera, storing it in storage, and subsequently transmitting it to a ground station.
The observation data acquisition ability and data transmission of a single satellite are
constrained by the satellite-station data transmission window and satellite storage capacity.
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With the continuous advancement of satellite communication technology, the number of
satellites capable of inter-satellite communication is increasing, and the inter-satellite data
transmission capacity is constantly improving. Projects such as Starlink, OneWeb, and
Telesat [7] exhibit strong inter-satellite data communication capabilities. Inter-satellite
data transmission enables observation satellites to relay data to ground stations through
other satellites when they are not within the satellite-station data transmission window,
thereby reducing the occupancy of satellite storage resources and enhancing their target
observation capabilities. Integrating multiple capabilities in a single satellite, including
target observation, inter-satellite data transmission, and satellite-ground data transmis-
sion, is a development trend, as it can maximize the collective capabilities of the satellite
cluster. However, this integration also presents scheduling challenges for the satellite
cluster. The processes of multi-satellite observation, inter-satellite data transmission, and
satellite-ground data downloading are coupled, and they are coupled in terms of elec-
tricity consumption and storage occupancy. Effectively coordinating the entire coupled
process of multi-satellite observation, relay transmission, and downloading is the key to the
problem. In prior research, scholars have conducted investigations into the single-satellite
observation scheduling problems [8–13], the multi-satellite observation scheduling prob-
lems [14–17], the schedule problems of multi-satellite observation and downloading data
through a single satellite [18–21], and the multi-satellite data relay transmission schedul-
ing problems [22–25]. There is relatively limited research that discusses multi-satellite
observation and the entire coupled process involving multi-satellite observation, relay
transmission, and data downloading. Therefore, this article delves into the study of the
coupled scheduling problem for the entire process of multi-satellite observation, relay
transmission, and downloading.

The multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-download coupling scheduling
problem includes the multi-satellite observation scheduling process and the data trans-
mission planning process, whereas the data transmission planning process includes de-
termining which satellite will be involved in the process of transmitting observation data
between satellites and which satellite will be responsible for downloading the data to
the ground station. The multi-subsystem constraints, including attitude maneuvering
constraints, electricity subsystem constraints, data transmission subsystem constraints, etc.,
are considered in the scheduling problem. To address the multi-satellite observation-relay
transmission-download coupling scheduling problem, a multi-satellite data transmission
path planning method is incorporated into the conventional multi-satellite observation
scheduling method in this article. In the multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-
download coupling scheduling problem, the target is relatively fixed while the ground
station and satellites’ orbits are fixed. Although the motion parameters of satellites, the
relative position of a satellite to a target, and the relative position of a satellite to a ground
station change during the observation process, these changes are regular and can be con-
verted into fixed relationships through pre-processing calculations. These relationships
include the observation time window of a satellite to a target, the data transmission time
window of a satellite to a ground station, the inter-satellite link topology, etc. The data
transmission path planning problem is different from the network routing path planning
problem [26]. In the network routing path planning problem, dynamic factors, including
varying network load, transmission delay, and network bandwidth, are required to be
considered in the routing algorithm because of the varying service flow and the number of
access users. However, for the data transmission path planning process in the multi-satellite
observation-relay transmission-download coupling scheduling problem, the inter-satellite
and satellite-ground data transmission windows are determined by the initial distribution
of satellites and ground stations, and network topology changes can be predicted. At
the same time, inter-satellite and satellite-to-ground data transmissions are point-to-point
transmissions, resulting in relatively minor variations in bandwidth and network load.
Therefore, in this article, the variation of dynamic parameters in the communication process
is not the main contradiction. In this context, calculating inter-satellite and satellite-ground
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data transmission time windows during preprocessing, scheduling the order of data trans-
mission nodes, and arranging data transfer events is a common method in observation data
transmission planning [27]. The data transmission path planning problem is considered
the data transmission node path selection certainty problem in this article, which can
meet the demand for the solution of the data transmission planning process in the multi-
satellite observation-relay transmission-download coupling scheduling problem. In this
case, combined with the reliability requirements in the astronautic field, the classic Dijkstra
method [28] is applied to solve the problem of data transmission path planning. When
solving the data transmission path planning problem, in certain scenarios, it is necessary
to download the observation data earlier to reduce the occupation of data transmission
resources, whereas in other scenarios, the number of data relay satellite nodes needs to be
minimized to reduce satellite electric energy consumption, in which case the path search
strategy has to be changed according to the satellite cluster states. To cope with different
scenarios, the appropriate data transmission path selection under different satellite cluster
states is achieved by formulating different node distance calculation rules and selecting the
path according to the distance calculation rules in specific satellite cluster states.

The multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-download coupling scheduling
process is complex, large-scale, and also involves numerous subsystem constraints. There
is coupling and mutual influence among the subsystems of the satellite. In multi-satellite
observation scheduling, commonly used methodologies include exact methods, heuristic
methods, and metaheuristic methods [29]. The exact method [30–33] can obtain the optimal
solution, but the efficiency of the algorithm is significantly reduced when the task size is
increased [29], which is not suitable for the large-scale multi-satellite observation-relay
transmission-download coupling scheduling problem. The heuristic method [34–36] has
high problem-solving efficiency; however, it is only suitable for specific scenarios due to
fixed rules. The multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-download coupling schedul-
ing problem is affected by multiple factors such as observation, data transmission, and
multi-subsystem constraints. Changes in the scenario may lead to suboptimal algorithmic
results. Metaheuristic methods use a search-based approach, achieving a balance between
efficiency and obtaining better results. Common metaheuristic approaches for satellite
mission planning include genetic algorithms, simulated annealing algorithms, ant colony
optimization, tabu search, etc. A genetic algorithm [37,38] uses genetic operators to achieve
optimization by imitating the process of population reproduction and has strong global
search ability. Traditional genetic algorithms have a low convergence speed, and blind
searches easily result in low efficiency or repeated searches. This phenomenon is more
obvious when genetic algorithms solve large-scale problems [25]. Slow convergence is
exacerbated in the context of entire process coupling planning and intricate subsystem
interactions. Using a genetic algorithm in the multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-
download coupling scheduling problem will also result in low convergence speed, as
this is a large-scale problem that contains complex processes and numerous subsystem
constraints. Ant colony optimization [39,40] has the advantage of fast convergence brought
by positive feedback, but due to the accumulation of pheromones, it can easily fall into
local optimization [41]. Because of the complexity of the multi-satellite observation-relay
transmission-download coupling scheduling problem, the disadvantage that the ant colony
algorithm is easy to fall into the local optimum will also be aggravated here. The sim-
ulated annealing method [42,43] has both global search ability and local search ability
by controlling the temperature-decreasing speed. However, a very slow decrease in tem-
perature gives the best results but is also computationally costly. If the temperature is
decreased too rapidly, the system is likely to become trapped in a local minimum [44]. The
solution process for the multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-download coupling
scheduling problem is related to the target distribution, the ground station distribution,
the number, and the states of satellites. When using the simulated annealing method in
the multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-download coupling scheduling problem,
it is required to set reasonable parameters for different scenarios, bringing difficulties to
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applying this method. Tabu search [45–48] avoids cycling by storing the information of the
past in the search. It usually reaches local minima since a single candidate solution is used
to generate offspring [49]. It is also highly inclined to fall into the local optimum in the
multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-download coupling scheduling problem.

The multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-download coupling scheduling
problem brings challenges to solution searching, but the rational use of the coupling law
between the subsystems can also play a role in guiding the search process. By guiding the
search direction to change the states of the satellite subsystem and reasonably allocating the
missions, the resources of the subsystems of the satellite can be reasonably used to complete
more target observations and data transmission. The key to solving the problem lies in
reasonable neighborhood design and the formulation of the neighborhood search strategy.
In previous studies, He [45] used the tabu search algorithm in the satellite observation
mission scheduling problem, designing neighborhoods of insertion, deletion, exchange, and
rearrangement. These types of search neighborhoods have good adaptability in solving the
satellite observation scheduling problems that can be associated with the state changes of
the satellite subsystem. Referring to the idea of the artificial potential field method [50–53],
the traditional tabu search method for satellite observation scheduling is improved in this
article. In the searching process, different satellite cluster states are distinguished, while
different neighborhood selection rules are adopted for different states. The state evaluation
function of the cluster efficiency subsystem is established to control the search direction and
adjust the state of each subsystem of the satellite cluster, which helps the traditional tabu
search algorithm overcome the local optima problem, thus improving the search method.

In this article, the multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-downloading coupling
scheduling problem is described. Based on the tabu search algorithm for the multi-satellite
observation scheduling problem [45], the data transmission path planning method for
observation missions is incorporated to solve the scheduling problem. The contributions to
this article are as follows:

1. In the neighborhood selection process of the tabu search algorithm, a system state
evaluation function is introduced, and local search improvement rules based on
satellite states are formulated to improve the local search direction according to the
artificial potential field method;

2. In the data transmission path planning process, two data transmission path selec-
tion strategies are designed based on the Dijkstra algorithm. Rules for selecting the
problem-solving strategy are established based on the satellite cluster state, thereby
enabling adaptive satellite data transmission path planning based on the satellite
cluster’s state.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 defines the multi-satellite
observation-relay transmission-downloading scheduling problem, while Section 3 de-
scribes the improved tabu search method for multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-
download coupling scheduling. Furthermore, Section 4 presents the simulation scenarios
and results. Discussions are carried out in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Problem Description

The multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-downloading process entails satel-
lites using cameras to observe target information and storing observation data in storage.
Subsequently, during overpasses of ground stations, they download stored data. Alterna-
tively, they may relay the observation data to other satellites for subsequent downloading.
The observation target type in this research is the point targets that are fixed on the Earth’s
surface. The mission scheduling process involves multi-satellite observation, mission alloca-
tion, and observation data transmission path planning. In the problem studied in this paper,
each satellite in the satellite cluster can engage in observation operations as well as receive,
transmit, and download target observation data, serving as a relay data transmission satel-
lite when necessary. This creates a coupling of the entire multi-satellite observation-relay
transmission-downloading process. The working process of the satellite cluster is shown
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in Figure 1. The multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-downloading scheduling
problem is defined as a mixed-integer programming problem. Parameters that are involved
in the scheduling problem are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Parameters in the problem description.

Parameter Meaning

nt The number of targets

nr The number of satellites

ns The number of ground stations

i, j The index of targets

k, l The index of satellites

m The index of ground stations

ts, te The start time and end time of the scheduling

towskio, towekio Satellite k’s start time and end time for the oth
observation time window of target i, with the

total number of observation time windows
being nowki

trwsklp, trweklp Satellite k’s start time and end time for the pth
inter-satellite data transmission time window
to satellite l. The total number of inter-satellite
data transmission time windows is nrwkl, and

the windows between two satellites are mutual;
thus, nrwkl = nrwlk, trwsklp = trwslkp,

trweklp = trwelkp.

tdwskmq, tdwekmq Satellite k’s start time and end time for the qth
satellite-ground data transmission time

window to ground station m. The total number
of satellite-ground data transmission time

windows is ndwkm.

toski, toeki Satellite k’s observation start time and end time
for target i.
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Table 1. Cont.

Parameter Meaning

tdskmi, tdekmi Satellite k’s start time and end time for
transmitting observation data of target i to

ground station m.

trOutskli, trOutekli Satellite k’s start time and end time for
transmitting observation data of target i to

satellite l. The transmitting direction is satellite
k to satellite,

trInskli, trInekli Satellite l’s start time and end time for
receiving data of target i from satellite k. The

transmitting direction is satellite k to satellite l.
The transmission time of satellite k for

transmitting observation data of target i to
satellite l is the same as the time when satellite l

receives target i’s observation data from
satellite k, i.e., trOutskli = trInskli,

and trOutekli = trInekli.

∆to The observation time of single target

∆tAi,j

The attitude maneuver time required for
observation missions’ attitude transition of

satellite k

∆tprk

The device switching time between two
inter-satellite data transmission missions to

different satellites of satellite k

∆tpdk

The device switching time between two data
downloading missions to different ground

stations of satellite k

Wk, WkTotal Satellite k’s the available electrical energy and
satellite k’s electrical energy capacity of

the battery.

Mk, MkTotal Satellite k’s occupied memory capacity and
satellite k’s total memory capacity.

The decision variables are as follows:
xki ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, 2, . . . , nt, k = 1, 2, . . . , nr represents whether satellite k observes

target i.
gki,j ∈ {0, 1} i, j = 1, 2, . . . , nt, k = 1, 2, . . . nr represents whether satellite k’s observa-

tion order for targets i and j, where gki,j = 1 indicates that satellite k observes target i and
target j in an adjacent order, with target j observed after target i.

yik,l ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, 2, . . . , nt, k, l = 1, 2, . . . , nr represents whether satellite k transfers
data of target i to satellite l, with the direction of transmission from satellite k to satellite l.

zikm ∈ {0, 1} i = 1, 2, . . . , nt, k = 1, 2, . . . , nr, m = 1, 2, . . . , ns represents whether satel-
lite k transfers data of target i to ground station m.

The objective function of the problem can be expressed as

J =
nt

∑
i=1

(
vi

nr

∑
k=1

ns

∑
m=1

zikm

)
, (1)

where J is the objective function value, the profit vi of target i can be described as its value
to the users and its importance to the targets. The higher the weighted sum of the target
values, the greater the overall benefit. The objective function signifies the weighted profit
of all targets observed, transmitted, and ultimately downloaded to the ground station by
the satellite cluster.
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The observation time window and the data transmission time window in the problem
description are calculated through the preprocessing process and the state calculation
process. In this article, the satellites are agile, capable of adjusting their attitude through
pitch and roll maneuvers to observe targets within their field of view. The observation
time window for a satellite to observe a target represents the earliest and latest times
during which the satellite can observe the target within the allowable range of satellite
attitude maneuvers. The observation time window [towskio, towekio] is calculated based on
the relative position between satellite k and target i, considering the satellite’s maximum
allowable maneuver cone angle constraints. The satellite-ground data transmission time
window [tdwskmq, tdwekmq] is the period when the kth satellite’s antenna and the mth ground
station’s antenna are visible to each other. During the satellite-ground data transmission
time window, the satellite can download data to the ground station. The calculation of the
satellite-ground data transmission time window relies on satellite orbital information and
attitude history Ak(t). Similarly, the inter-satellite data transmission time window [trwsklp,
trweklp] is the period when satellite k and satellite l are visible to each other. During the
time window, an inter-satellite link can be established between the two satellites for data
transmission.

The constraints that should be considered in the mission scheduling problem are
as follows:

toski ≥ towskio ∧ toeki ≤ towekio ∃o, 1 ≤ o ≤ nowki, (2)

toskj − toeki ≥ ∆tAi,j gki,j = 1, (3){
trOutskli ≥ trwsklp ∧ trOutekli ≤ trweklp

trInskli ≥ trwsklp ∧ trInekli ≤ trweklp
∃p, 1 ≤ p ≤ nrwkl , (4)

tdskmi ≥ tdwskmq ∧ tdekmi ≤ tdwekmq ∃q, 1 ≤ q ≤ ndwkm, (5)

 [trOutskli, trOutekli) ∩
[
trOutsklj, trOuteklj

)
= φ ∀l, i, j, i 6= j[

trOutskl1i − ∆tprkl1 , trOutekl1i

)
∩
[
trOutskl2 j − ∆tprkl2 , trOutekl2 j

)
= φ ∀l1, l2, l1 6= l2

, (6)

 [tdskmi, tdekmi) ∩
[
tdskmj, tdekmj

)
= φ ∀m, i, j, i 6= j[

tdskm1i − tpdk, tdekm1i

)
∩
[
tdskm2 j − tpdk, tdekm2 j

)
= φ ∀m1, m2, m1 6= m2

, (7)


yik,l ≤ xki

yik2,k3 ≤ yik1,k2
zikm ≤ xki
zikm ≤ yil,k

, (8)

trOutsk2k3i ≥ trInek1k2i, (9)

{
tdskmi ≥ toeki

tdskmi ≥ trInelki
, (10)

0 ≤Wk ≤WTotalk, (11)

0 ≤ Mk ≤ MTotalk. (12)

Equation (2) represents the observation time window constraint, which means that
a satellite’s observation must occur within the observation time window. Equation (3) is
the attitude maneuver constraint, which means that the observation time interval between
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two adjacent missions of a single satellite needs to be greater than the attitude maneuver
conversion time of the observation attitude of the two observation missions.

Equation (4) represents the inter-satellite data transmission time window constraint. It
signifies that the inter-satellite data transmission must occur within the inter-satellite data
transmission time window. Equation (5) represents the satellite-ground data transmission
time window constraint. It dictates that a satellite’s data downloading operations must
align with the requirements of the satellite-ground data transmission time window.

Equations (6) and (7) correspond to the data transmission switch time constraint,
which means that when a satellite is performing data transmission to different satellites,
there should be an interval between two transmission missions for data transmission
equipment preparation. Similarly, for data downloading to ground stations, if the data
is transmitted to two different ground stations, an interval must exist between the two
transmission missions to accommodate the data transmission equipment preparation time,
where ∆tprkl = max

(
∆tprk, ∆tprl

)
.

Equation (8) represents the data transmission logical constraint, signifying that the
premise of data forwarding and downloading is the completion of the observation or
data reception. Equations (9) and (10) are the timing constraints of data transmission,
which means that the start time of inter-satellite data transmission or satellite-ground data
downloading must be greater than the end time of observation or data reception.

Equation (11) represents the electricity constraint. In this equation, Wk represents the
current electric energy of satellite k, and the formula for Wk calculation is

Wk = WInitialk +
∫
(PInk − PCamk − PGroundDataTransk − PSatelliteDataTransk − PAttitudek)dt, (13)

where WInitialk represents the initial electricity energy of satellite k. PInk stands for the
charging power of satellite k. The charging power is calculated based on the angle between
the satellite’s solar panels’ normal vector and the sunlight vector, which changes with the
satellite’s attitude. PCamk is the consumption power for satellite k observation; a satellite
consumes electric energy while observing a target. PSatelliteDataTransk is the consumption
power of satellite k during inter-satellite data transmission, where both data transmission
input and output consume electric energy. PGroundDatatransk is the consumption power
of satellite k during satellite-ground data transmission. A satellite consumes electricity
while downloading data to ground stations. PAttitudek represents the consumption power of
satellite k during attitude maneuvers. The formulas indicate that satellite observations, inter-
satellite data transmission, satellite-ground data downloading, and attitude maneuvers all
consume electrical power. This reflects the coupling of electricity and energy consumption
between satellite observations and data transmission activities.

Equation (12) represents the memory constraint; the occupied memory of storage is
calculated as

Mk =
∫
(RCamInkt + RSatDataTransInlkt−Mera(t))dt yil,k = 1, (14)

where RCamInk represents the data rate generated by the camera for capturing images, and
RSatDataTransInlk represents the code rate for inter-satellite data transmission between satellite
l and satellite k, which is the smaller of the two satellite transmission code rates. The
observation and the data reception increase the occupied memory.

The memory-erase event clears individual files; each observation of a target forms
an image data file. During the processes of storing, transmitting, and erasing observation
image data for a target, complete image data files need to be stored, transmitted, and
erased. The satellite memory erase time is scheduled after the data are transmitted to
other satellites or downloaded to the ground station. The occupied memory decreases
correspondingly after data erasing. The equation reflects the memory occupancy coupling
of satellite observations and data transmission. The calculations for attitude maneuver
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history, observation time window, data transmission time window, Wk, and Mk can be
found in reference [54].

3. Improved Tabu Search Method for Multi-Satellite Observation-Relay
Transmission-Download Coupling Scheduling
3.1. Method Framework

The main improvements introduced in this article are primarily focused on two
aspects: 1. Improvement of the local search process in tabu search; 2. Improvement of
the data transmission path planning method based on observation solutions. The method
framework and the improvements in the method are reflected in Figure 2, and the process
is as follows:

1. Generate an initial solution using the initial solution generation method, and use this
initial solution as the current solution. The process of the initial solution is described
in Section 3.2;

2. Generate observational neighborhood solutions based on the current solution and the
local search rules;

3. Determine the attitude maneuver constraint satisfaction of observation neighborhood
solutions and generate the attitude maneuver history of neighborhood solutions.
Calculate the inter-satellite data transmission time windows and satellite-ground
data transmission time windows. Generate inter-satellite data transmission solutions
yik,l and satellite-ground downloading solutions zikm through the data transmission
plan method based on the observation neighborhood solutions. Calculate the satellite
cluster’s status and keep all solutions that satisfy all constraints. The data transmission
path plan method is described in Section 3.4. The data transmission path plan method
is also used in the initial solution generation method to generate the data transmission
solution of the initial observation solution;

4. Evaluate the neighborhood solutions using the objective function value J. If there is a
historically optimal solution in the neighborhood solutions, it is selected as the current
solution and updated in the algorithm; otherwise, evaluate the neighborhood solutions
using the satellite cluster profit-state evaluation function and use the historically
optimal solution or current non-tabu best solution based on profit-state evaluation
values as the current solution. Details related to the improvement of the observation
local search process are described in Section 3.3;

5. Update the tabu list;
6. Repeat steps 2–5 until the algorithm termination condition is met. Output the histori-

cally optimal solution.

3.2. Initial Solution Generation Method

The process of generating initial solutions follows the strategy of maximum backward
time slack [55], which is a heuristic rule aiming to maximize the number of observed targets.
The process for generating initial solutions is as follows:

1. All targets form the unselected target set;
2. Select each target from the unselected set to perform mission insertion into each

insertion position of each satellite’s current observation result sequence to generate a
set of observation solution candidates;

3. Calculate the sequence backward time slack of the inserted satellite for all observation
solution candidates;

4. Sort solutions in descending order of the backward time slack. Keep the observation
solutions that meet the attitude maneuver constraint. If all solutions to a target do not
meet the attitude maneuver constraint, remove the target from the unselected target
set. If there is no solution remaining, go to step 8;

5. Select an observation solution according to the sorting order and plan the data trans-
mission path. Verify the constraint satisfaction of the observation solution. The data
transmission path planning method is described in Section 3.4;
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6. If the selected solution satisfies the constraint, insert it into the satellite observation
sequence according to the corresponding position and go to step 7. Otherwise, if
all solutions to the selected target do not meet the constraints, remove the target
from the unselected target set. In the unsatisfied situation, if there is an unprocessed
observation solution, go to step 5; otherwise, go to step 7;

7. If there is a target in the unselected target set, go to step 2; otherwise, go to step 8;
8. End.

The solution can be further improved through the tabu search algorithm based on the
initial solution.
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3.3. Improvement of Observation Solution Local Search Based on Satellite Cluster
Profit-State Evaluation

In the article, the improvement process for the local search in the traditional tabu
search algorithm is as follows: When there is no solution superior to the historical optimal
solution in the neighborhood, the neighborhood solution is evaluated by the satellite cluster
profit-state evaluation function, and the local search direction is selected according to
the evaluated value. The satellites’ subsystem states are adjusted by modifying satellite
observations, inter-satellite data transmission, and satellite-ground data downloading
actions. The purpose of the improvement process is to escape local optima. In this subsec-
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tion, descriptions of the observation solution search neighborhood and the satellite cluster
profit-state evaluation function are provided.

3.3.1. Observation Solution Search Neighborhood

The observation solution local search process is constructing the next set of solutions
based on the current observation solution and the set of unallocated missions, following
certain local search rules. Relevant state variables of the current solution are denoted by the
subscript “Cur”, and the state variables of the next set of solutions are denoted by “Next”.

In this article, referring to [45], the insertion neighborhood, deletion neighborhood,
scheduled mission exchange neighborhood, unscheduled mission exchange neighborhood,
and rearrangement neighborhood have been designed. The observation search neighbor-
hoods are described as follows:

1. Insertion neighborhood. The process entails selecting a mission i from the unselected
mission set and choosing a satellite k and a position in the current observation result
sequence of satellite k to insert mission i into the sequence;

2. Deletion neighborhood. The process involves selecting a satellite k and removing an
observation result i from the observation result sequence of satellite k;

3. Scheduled mission exchange neighborhood. The process entails selecting two missions
from the observation result sequences of satellites k and l, then swapping the positions
of the two missions. If satellite k and satellite l are the same, the selected missions
must be different;

4. Unscheduled mission exchange neighborhood. The process involves selecting a
mission i from the unselected mission set and choosing a satellite k with a mission j
in its observation result sequence. Mission i is then swapped with mission j, which
means mission i takes the position of mission j and is removed from the unselected
mission set, while mission j is removed from the observation result sequence and
added to the unselected mission set;

5. Rearrangement neighborhood. The process includes taking out mission i from the
observation result sequence of satellite k, then selecting another satellite l and an
insertion position in the observation result sequence, and inserting mission i into
satellite l’s mission observation result sequence.

3.3.2. Satellite Cluster Profit-State Evaluation Function

In artificial potential field methods, robots are guided towards their goal and avoid
obstacles by defining an attractive potential field Uatt, a repulsive potential field Urep, as
well as attractive force Fatt and repulsive force Frep. Referring to the idea of the artificial
potential field method, the objective function attraction term and the local optimal repulsive
term are defined to guide the tabu search direction. During the tabu search process, when
there is no neighborhood solution superior to the historical optimal solution, the satellite
cluster profit-state evaluation function is used to evaluate the neighborhood solutions and
select a neighborhood to escape from local optima.

The satellite cluster profit-state evaluation function is described as

VO = Vatt +
nr

∑
k=1

VrepElectrick + VrepDatatrans, (15)

where Vatt =
nt
∑

i=1

(
vi

nr
∑

k=1

ns
∑

m=1
zikm

)
represents the attraction term for the search direction,

nr
∑

k=1
VrepElectrick is the electricity repulsion term for the search direction, and VrepDatatrans is

the data transmission repulsion term for the search direction. VrepElectrick is calculated as

VrepElectrick =

{
−ξW

ŴDisChargekNext−WDisChargekCur
WWarning

WkminCur < WWarning

0 WkminCur ≥WWarning

, (16)
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where WDisChargekCur represents the current solution’s electric energy consumption of satel-
lite k, ŴDisChargekNext is an estimated electric energy consumption value of satellite k for a
neighborhood solution, WWarning is the electric energy warning value, WkminCur represents
the minimum available electric energy of satellite k during the scheduling period in the
current solution, and ξW is the affect coefficient of the electricity repulsion term. The
purpose of this term is to guide the local search direction towards solutions where a satellite
has more remaining electric energy when the satellite’s minimum available electric energy
is in a warning state. The calculation method for the estimated electric energy consumption
value ŴDisChargekNext is expressed as

ŴDisChargekNext =
nt

∑
i=1

xkiNext

(
PCamk∆to + PGroundDataTransk

RCamk∆to

RDataTransk

)
+ ∑ PAttitudek∆tAttitudek, (17)

where the first term represents the estimated electric energy required for observation and
data downloading of satellite k in the neighborhood solution, and the second term repre-
sents the estimated attitude maneuver electric energy consumption for the observations.
∆tAttitudek represents the total attitude maneuver time, which can be calculated from the
satellite’s observation sequence. The calculation method can be referenced in reference [54].

The data transmission repulsion term for the search direction VrepDatatrans can be
expressed as

VrepDatatrans =

−ξD

nr
∑

k=1

ns
∑

m=1

ndwkm
∑

q=1
FlagkmqCur∆tdwkmqCur−

nr
∑

k=1

ns
∑

m=1

ndwkm
∑

q=1
FlagkmqNext∆tdwkmqNext

∆to
∃k, ∆tdRemainkCur < ∆tDWarning

0 otherwise
(18)

where ∆tDWarning denotes a preset warning value for remaining data transmission time,
∆tdwkmq = tdwekmq − tdwskmq represents the duration of the satellite-ground data trans-
mission window, Flagkmq stands for a flag indicating the validity of the ground station,
∆tdRemaink is the available data transmission time in the last segment of satellite k’s satellite-
ground data transmission time window, and ξD is the affect coefficient of the data trans-
mission repulsion term. This term implies that when there are satellites with an insufficient
satellite-ground data transmission time window in the current solution, neighborhood
solutions with more satellite-ground data transmission time will receive a higher evaluation
value, guiding the search direction towards solutions with more available satellite-ground
data transmission time. Flagkmq is calculated as

Flagkmq =

{
1 min(towskio) ≤ tdwskmq, xki = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , nt, k = 1, 2, . . . , nr, o = 1, 2, . . . , nowki
0 otherwise

, (19)

where min(towskio) is the minimum end time of all observation windows of satellite k for
unobserved targets. When there exists an unobserved target and the observation time
window end time is earlier than the satellite-ground data transmission time window start
time, the satellite-ground data transmission window is considered valid. ∆tdRemaink is
calculated as

∆tdRemaink = tdwekmndwkm
− tdwskmndwkm

−
nt

∑
i=1

ns

∑
m=1

(tdekmi − tdskmi) [tdskmi, tdekmi] ⊆
[
tdwskmndwkm

, tdwekmndwkm

]
, m = mtkmax, (20)

where mtkmax stands for the ground station index corresponding to the maximum end time
of satellite k’s satellite-ground data transmission time window. The equation represents the
available satellite-ground data transmission window time of satellite k. The last satellite-
ground data transmission time window is representative, so it is used in the equation
for calculation.
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3.4. Rule-Based Dijkstra Data Transmission Path Scheduling Method
3.4.1. Method Process

The data transmission path planning process is the process of calculating satellite
observation missions corresponding inter-satellite data transmission links, inter-satellite
data transmission time, the associated satellite and ground station for satellite–ground data
downloading, and satellite–ground data downloading time. The calculation is based on
the current observation solutions xki and gki,j.

The multi-satellite data transmission path planning problem has the following charac-
teristics as follows:

1. The observation data can be temporarily saved in storage. During data transmission,
there is no strict requirement to maintain continuous connectivity between all satellites.
As shown in Figure 3, the generation of the data transmission path graph involves
calculating inter-satellite data transmission time windows and determining if a data
transmission path exists according to the data transmission time windows. In cases
where satellites are not continuously connected (e.g., Satellite 1 and Satellite 3 in
Figure 3), they can still be considered connectivity for data transmission if there is an
inter-satellite data transmission time window between satellites;

2. There can be multiple satellite nodes downloading data. It is necessary to identify the
available satellites for downloading, find the optimal path for each download satellite,
and pick the optimal solution among them;

3. The distance between data transmission nodes will change with the data transmission
mission arrangement.
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Consequently, the conventional Dijkstra algorithm [28] is adapted to accommodate
these specific requirements. The method of workflow is as follows:

1. Based on the current observation solutions xkiCur and gki,jCur, determine the observation
result sequences sk for each satellite, where sk =

{
Mk1, Mk2, . . . , Mkntk

}
, and ntk is the

number of observation targets for satellite k. Combine the observation result sequences
of all satellites into one mission sequence S = {s1, s2, . . . , snr};

2. Calculate the satellite cluster’s status according to observation solutions and data trans-
mission solutions related to missions that finished data transmission path planning;

3. Select a mission Mki in the mission sequence S by order. Take the satellite correspond-
ing to the observation of mission Mki as the starting satellite node l. Put the starting
node into the selected node set NDs, and put other satellite nodes into the unselected
node set NDu. Calculate the total distance dl for the starting node. Initialize the total
distance for the nodes in the unselected node and set NDu to infinity. Set the starting
node as the current node;

4. Select the data transmission path planning strategy; the selection rules are described
in Section 3.4.2. Calculate the inter-node distance al,lu between the current node l and
all unselected nodes lu in the unselected node set NDu based on the selected strategy.
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The calculation method for node distance is described in Section 3.4.3. Update dlu
according to the smaller value between dl + al, lu and dlu;

5. Select the node l’ in the unselected node set NDu with the smallest dlu, and mark the
current node l as the previous node of the node l’. Put l’ into the selected node set and
delete it from the unselected node set. Set l’ as the current node l;

6. Repeat steps 4–5 until there is no node left in the unselected node set;
7. Record all the shortest paths corresponding to nodes that can download Mki data.

Sort recorded paths in ascending order based on the total distance d to the
downloading nodes;

8. Calculate the satellite cluster’s status and determine whether the constraints are
satisfied for each recorded path by order. If a data transmission path satisfies the
constraint, the mission can be transmitted through the path. Update solutions xki, yik,l,
zikm, inter-satellite data transmission time, and satellite-ground data downloading
time, and return to step 2. If no path satisfies the constraints, the observation solution
does not satisfy the constraints and is considered infeasible, and the algorithm ends.
If there are no remaining missions, the observation solution is feasible, the data
transmission path planning for the corresponding observation solution is completed,
and the algorithm ends.

3.4.2. State-Strategy Select Rules

In the Dijkstra algorithm, the total distance d determines how the next node is selected
from the current node. In conventional routing algorithms, the inter-node distance a is
calculated based on metrics such as transmission delay and remaining bandwidth. In the
multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-downloading coupling scheduling problem,
the objective function is the total profit of observation and downloading targets. During
the data transmission path planning process, the choice of data transmission path affects
the electric energy consumption, the occupancy of storage memory, and the occupancy
of the satellite–ground data transmission time window, which in turn affects the number
of observation and downloading targets, thus impacting the total value of observation
and downloading targets. Specifically, when a mission completes the downloading to the
ground earlier, more memory and a subsequent data transmission time window become
available for transmitting data to other observation targets. Inter-satellite transmission
consumes electrical energy, and if a mission completes data downloading by passing
through more satellites for inter-satellite data transmission, it will consume more electrical
energy for the entire satellite cluster. Based on the analysis, two strategies for calculating
total distance d and inter-node distance a are proposed: one is the strategy of minimizing
the data transmission node number, called the min-node strategy, and the other is the
strategy of minimizing the data downloading start time, called the min-download time
strategy. The calculation process is introduced below.

Firstly, the satellite-cluster state factors are calculated. The state factors of the satellite
cluster include a data transmission state factor cD and an electricity state factor cE. Their
formulas are described as

cE = ψEmin
Wkmin

PCamk +
PGroundDataTransk RCamk

RGroundDataTransk
+ ∆tAttitudeMissionkPAttitudek + cSolarConv(∆tAttitudeMissionk + ∆to)PInk

, (21)

cD = min

(
ψMmin

(
MTotalk−Mkmax

∆to Rcam

)
, ψDmin

(
ns
∑

m=1

ndwkm
∑

q=1

(
tdwekmq − tdwskmq

)
−

nt
∑

i=1

ns
∑

m=1
(tdekmi − tdskmi)

))
zikm = 1. (22)

In the equation of the electricity state factor cE, Wkmin represents the minimum electric
energy of satellite k during the scheduling period. The denominator of the fraction en-
compasses the total electric energy consumption for observation, data transmission, and
attitude maneuvering for a single mission, where ∆tAttitudeMissionk is the estimated attitude
maneuver time for a single mission, and cSolarConv represents the loss coefficient of solar
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array Power. ψE represents the electricity influence coefficient. The electricity state factor
cE reflects the abundance of electric energy resources in the satellite cluster. For the data
transmission state factor cD, the left term indicates the abundance of memory in the satellite
cluster, where Mkmax represents the maximum occupied memory of satellite k during the
scheduling period, ψM and ψD represents the memory and data transmission time window
influence coefficient. represents the electricity influence coefficient. The right term indicates
the abundance of available satellite–ground transmission time in the satellite cluster. The
data transmission state factor cD reflects the abundance of both available memory and
available satellite–ground transmission time in the satellite cluster.

Then the strategy is selected according to the selection rules:
IF cE > cD
THEN Rule = RuleminTime
ELSE
THEN Rule = RuleminNode
The rule signifies that when cE is greater than cD, it indicates that the satellite cluster’s

memory resources and available satellite–ground data transmission time window are
insufficient. Therefore, the selected strategy should prioritize the earliest data download
time. Conversely, if the power supply is relatively limited, the strategy chosen should
minimize the number of intermediary nodes, favoring the power supply subsystem.

3.4.3. Node Distance Calculation Method

In the process of calculating the inter-node distance ak,l and the total distance dk,
several steps are involved. Firstly, the feasibility of inter-satellite data transmission between
nodes and the feasibility of satellite–ground data transmission are determined. Then, the
inter-satellite data transmission time and the satellite–ground data transmission time are
calculated based on the data transmission feasibility. Finally, the inter-node distance ak,l
and the total distance dk are calculated according to the chosen strategy.

Whether node k and node l are feasible for inter-satellite data transmission can be deter-
mined by calculating the data transmission available periods between the nodes. The inter-
satellite data transmission time windows between node k and node l are
TRWkl =

nrwkl∪
p=1

[
trwsklp, trweklp

]
. The available period set TRAkl between node k and node l is

expressed as

TRAkl = TRWkl ∩ TMk ∩ CT(TRInk ∪ TRInl ∪ TROutk ∪ TROutl), (23)

where TMk is the period after satellite k receives the data, which is expressed as

TMk =

{
[toeki, te] xki = 1
[trInelki, te] yil,k = 1

, (24)

where CT(TRInk ∪ TRInl ∪ TROutk ∪ TROutl) are the available time segments excluding
current inter-satellite data transmission mission periods, where T is the total scheduling
period, and TRInk, TRInl , TROutk, TROutl represent the current data transmission mission
period segments of satellites k and l. trakl is a single period in the period set TRAkl. The
condition for inter-satellite data transmission between nodes k and l is that there should
be at least one time period trakl has enough time for a data transmission mission. If the
data transmission condition between nodes k and l is satisfied, mark Flagrikl = 1, otherwise
Flagrikl = 0.

Whether node k is feasible for satellite–ground data downloading to ground station m
can be determined by calculating the available downloading periods. The available period
set TDAkm between node k and stations is expressed as

TDAkm = TDWkm ∩ TMk ∩ CT(TDk), (25)
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where TDWkm =
ns∪

m=1

ndwkm∪
q=1

[
Tdwskmq, Tdwekmq

]
are the satellite–ground data transmission

time windows between node k and ground station m. The description of TMkm is the same
as the description in the inter-satellite data transmission available time calculation. TDk
represents the current data downloading mission period segments of node k. tdakm is a
single period in the period set TDAkm. The condition for satellite–ground data downloading
at node k is that there should be at least one time period during which tdakm has enough
time for the data downloading mission. If the data downloading condition of node k is
satisfied, mark Flaggik = 1, otherwise Flaggik = 0. The data-downloading mission. The
downloading start time of satellite k to mission i is arranged at the minimum start time
of all available periods, which is denoted as tdsikmmin , mmin is the ground station index
corresponding to the minimum start time of all available periods.

In the Dijkstra algorithm for calculating total distance dlu and inter-node distance
al,lu from node l to node lu. The calculation of total distance dlu while using the min-node
strategy is described as

dlu =

{
nPasslu Flaggilu = 1

inf Flaggilu = 0
, (26)

where nPasslu is the number of relay satellites. The calculation while using the min-download
time strategy is described as

dlu =


tdsilummin /(te − ts) Flaggilu = 1, Flagrillu = 1

te − ts + trOutsllu /(te − ts) Flaggilu = 0, Flagrillu = 1
inf Flagrillu = 0

. (27)

For two strategies, the calculation of inter-node distance al,lu is expressed as

al,lu =

{
dlu − dl Flagrillu = 1

inf Flagrillu = 0
. (28)

After calculating the total distance d and the inter-node distance a, the path selection
can be performed according to the Dijkstra algorithm.

4. Simulation Results

Two scenarios were constructed to verify the improvement of the local search process
in tabu search and the improvement of the data transmission path planning method.
In the design of the simulation scenarios, the selected target points are time periods
other than the orbital periods of the satellite–ground data transmission time window.
In this kind of scenario, due to the limitation of storage capacity caused by the failure
to download the observation data in time, the traditional scheduling methods of multi-
satellite observation and single-satellite downloading will limit the number of targets
observed by the satellite cluster. In contrast, by applying the multi-satellite observation-
relay transmission-download coupling scheduling method, the observation data can be
transmitted in time through inter-satellite data transmission, so that the satellite has more
available storage capacity to observe other targets, which can maximize the observation
ability and improve the observation profit of the whole satellite cluster.

For the improvement of data transmission path planning, the local search method
of the tabu search algorithm was kept as the conventional local search method, and we
compared the improved method of transmission planning with the two conventional
methods. The data transmission path planning method in the improved method is the
rule-based data transmission path planning method proposed in this article. The name of
the complete method is the conventional tabu search-rule-based Dijkstra data transmission
path planning method (CTSRD). The data transmission path planning method used in the
improved method is the strategy-based Dijkstra method [28], adapted to the problem in this
article. The strategies are the min-node strategy and min-download time strategy proposed
in this article. The names of the complete methods are conventional tabu search-min-
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node Dijkstra data transmission path planning method (CTSND) and conventional tabu
search-min-download time Dijkstra data transmission path planning method (CTSTD).

For the improvement of the local search process in Tabu Search, the data transmission
path planning method was kept as the improved rule-based Dijkstra data transmission
path planning method, and we compared the improved local search process in Tabu Search
proposed in this article with the conventional Tabu Search [45]. The name of the complete
method corresponding to the improved local search process is the improved tabu search-
rule-based Dijkstra data transmission path planning method (ITSRD).

Meanwhile, two other meta-heuristic methods were added to the simulation, in-
cluding the simulated annealing algorithm [56] and the genetic algorithm [57]. The data
transmission path planning method in this article was added to the simulated anneal-
ing algorithm and the genetic algorithm to solve the multi-satellite observation-relay
transmission-download coupling scheduling problem. The names of these methods after
adaptive transformation are SASRD and GASRD. The neighborhood construction method
of SASRD adopts the neighborhood construction method in this article. In the SASRD
parameters setting, the initial temperature was set to 1, the temperature decreasing rate
was set to 0.95, and the ending temperature was set to 1 × 10−6. The population size of
GASRD was 100, the crossover probability was 0.6, and the mutation probability was 0.4.

The setting rules for parameters in the scheduling method are as follows: Wwarning is
the warning value of satellite-available electric energy, which is set based on the electric
energy required for observation and downloading to accomplish a single observation
mission. When the available electric energy of a satellite is less than Wwarning, the satellite
cannot finish the complete observation and downloading process of a single mission. At
this moment, the solution can hardly be further improved, the search process can easily
fall into the local optimal state, and the search direction needs to be adjusted. In this
article, WWarning = 20× 1000 + 40× 500 = 4× 104. ∆tDWarning is the warning value of the
available time for data downloading. It can be determined according to the download-
ing time required for the target observation data. When the available data transmission
time to the ground is less than this value, the satellite cannot carry out more observa-
tions, and the search process can easily fall into the local optimal state. In this article,
∆tDWarning = 20× 1000/500 = 40. The ∆tAttitudeMissionk is the attitude maneuver time
estimated value of a single target observation. It is set according to the average value of the
attitude maneuver time of a single target observation. According to the attitude maneuver
ability of the satellite in this article, it was set to 20. cSolarConv is the conversion coefficient
of solar array charging power efficiency reduction caused by satellite orbit motion and
attitude maneuver. According to the satellite orbit and attitude maneuver parameters in
this paper, it was set to 0.5. ξW is the electric reward weight of local search improvement.
This parameter helps the electricity–benefit solution rank higher among solutions. The
parameter is set based on the profit of a single target observation in the scenario. Con-
sidering the extra electric energy consumption of inter-satellite data transmission, this
parameter can be appropriately increased. ξW was set to 1 in this article. ξD is the data
transmission reward weight of local search improvement. This parameter helps the data
transmission-benefit solution rank higher among solutions. The parameter is set based on
the profit of a single target observation in the scenario. ξD was set to 0.6 in this article. The
values of ψE, ψD and ψM are determined by the influence of different parameter values
on the scheduling results under typical conditions. Since the choice of data transmission
path planning strategy is selected by the comparison of cD and cE, the parameter value
of ψE, ψD and ψM can be determined by the adjustment of ψD and ψM while keeping ψE
unchanged. In this article, ψE was set to 1. When the value of ψD were 1, 2, 3, under the
typical condition of scenario 1, the optimal objective function values were the same value
as 71.78. Under the typical condition of scenario 2, the optimal objective function values are
the same value as 64.56. When the values of ψM were 1, 2, 3, under the typical condition of
scenario 1, the optimal solution objection function values are 70.8, 71.8, and 71.8. Under the
typical condition of scenario 2, the scheduling result and the iterations to reach the optimal
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solution have the same value of 64.56. Therefore, the value change of ψD in this article has
little effect on the scheduling results. ψD was set to 1 and ψM was set to 2.

In summary, the method parameters set in the article were ξW = 1, ξD = 0.6,
WWarning = 4× 104, ∆tDWarning = 40, ψE = 1, ψD = 1, ψM = 2, ∆tAttitudeMissionk = 20,
cSolarConv = 0.5. The scheduling period was 15,000 s. The calculation program was exe-
cuted on a computer with an Intel Core i7-8700@3.2 GHz CPU. The maximum number of
iterations was set at 200. The satellite parameters used in the simulation were configured
based on the reference [58], as given in Tables 3 and 6.

4.1. Scenario 1 Insufficient Electric Energy Scenario

Scenario 1 represented an insufficient electric energy scenario where the satellites had
limited initial power. There were four satellites with sun-synchronous orbits. The orbital
parameters of the satellites are shown in Table 2. The subsystem parameters of the four
satellites were the same, as shown in Table 3.

Table 2. Initial satellites orbit parameters in scenario 1.

Satellite No Semi-Major
Axis (m) Eccentricity Inclination (◦) RAAN (◦) Argument of

Perigee (◦)
True

Anomaly (◦)

1 7,028,140 0 97.9908 40.348 0 0
2 7,028,140 0 97.9908 80.348 0 30
3 7,028,140 0 97.9908 120.348 0 60
4 7,028,140 0 97.9908 160.348 0 90

Table 3. Satellite subsystem parameters in scenario 1.

Parameter Name Parameter Value

Attitude Maneuver Calculate Method Trapezoidal Method
Max Attitude Maneuver Angular Velocity 1◦/s

Max Attitude Maneuver Angular Acceleration 0.5◦/s2

Max Maneuvering Range Half-Cone Angle 45◦

Antenna Coverage Half-Cone Angle 70◦

Storage Capacity 1000 Gbit
Camera’s Data Generation Rate 2 Gbps

Satellite-Satellite Data Transmission Rate 1 Gbps
Satellite-Ground Station Data Transmission Rate 1 Gbps

Battery Electrical Energy Capacity 5 × 106 J
Battery Initial Electrical Energy 1 × 106 J

Max Charging Electrical Power of Solar Arrays 1 kW
Camera Electrical Power 1 kW

Satellite-Satellite Data Transmission Devices Electrical Power 0.5 kW
Satellite-Ground Station Data Transmission Devices Electrical Power 0.5 kW

Satellite Attitude Maneuver Electrical Power 0.2 kW
Satellite Normal Electrical Power 0.55 kW

Observation time of a single target 20 s

In this scenario, five conditions are generated by randomly generating target points.
The improvement effect of the method in this article is explained by the statistical results
comparison of each method in multiple conditions and the results comparison of each
method in a single condition. The target number was set to 100 in this scenario; the longi-
tude ranges were [100◦, 180◦] and [−180◦, −160◦], and the latitude range was [40◦, 60◦].
The scenario included 3 ground stations with the following coordinates: (105◦, 20◦),
(90◦, 30◦), and (100◦, 10◦). The profit from the target points was randomly assigned
between 0.9 and 1. The distribution of targets and ground stations is shown in Figure 4.
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The statistical results of the comparison of all six methods are shown in Table 4.
The average optimal solution objective function values and the average optimal solution
iteration time of each method are compared as follows: The optimal solution objective
function values of CTSRD and CTSND are nearly the same. The optimal solution objective
function value of CTSRD is 23.9% higher than that of the initial solution of CTSTD. The
optimal solution iteration times of CTSND, CTSTD, and CTSRD are nearly the same. The
optimal solution objective function value of ITSRD is 3.8% higher than that of CTSRD, and
the time required for ITSRD to reach the optimal solution is 31.8% less than that of CTSRD.
The optimal solution objective function values of SASRD and GASRD are slightly lower
than those of CTSRD, and it takes longer to reach the optimal solution. ITSRD performs
better than SASRD and GASRD in terms of the optimal solution objective function value
and the optimal solution iteration time.

Table 4. Statistical results of different methods in scenario 1.

Optimal Solution
Objective Function Value

Optimal Solution
Iteration Time (s)

Method Max Min Average Max Min Average

CTSND 73.06 67.70 70.56 53,449.45 43,823.98 47,950.01
CTSTD 61.52 52.24 56.68 62,552.34 29,555.25 48,103.63

CTSRD 1 73.06 67.70 70.20 60,007.70 36,706.24 47,109.22
SASRD 72.87 64.82 68.59 68,923.34 51,544.14 61,194.55
GASRD 69.81 63.58 67.13 77,119.22 56,474.78 64,570.52
ITSRD 2 74.80 69.45 72.88 40,172.14 22,252.50 32,140.57

1 Verifying the improvement of data transmission path planning. 2 Verifying the improvement of the local search
process and data transmission path planning.

Figure 5 presents the iterative results of different methods in a single condition of
scenario 1. The comparison between the orange dashed line and the green dashed line in
the figure illustrates the impact of the improvement in tabu search. The improved tabu
search method escaped from the local optimum and searched toward a more optimal
solution after 15 iterations. In contrast, the traditional tabu search method did not escape
from the local optimum until 143 iterations. The final result of the improved tabu search
method was also better than the traditional tabu search method. It can be seen from the
figure that the solutions of SASRD and GASRD are continuously improved, which reflects
that SASRD and GASRD have global search ability and potential. However, due to the
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length of time of the single-step solutions, SASRD and GASRD need more time to achieve
optimal solutions.
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Figures 6–8 show the observation and data transmission event diagram of different
methods: the red strips are the observation period, the green strips are the inter-satellite out-
put data transmission period, the blue strips are the inter-satellite input data transmission
period, the yellow strips are the satellite–ground data transmission period, the black strips
are the inter-satellite data transmission time window, and the white strips are the ground
data transmission time window. The timing relationship between the observation periods,
the inter-satellite data transmission periods, and the satellite–ground data transmission pe-
riods in the figures shows that the multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-download
coupling scheduling method can realize the whole process of scheduling multi-satellite
observation, relay transmission, and downloading.

It can be seen from the number of blue and green strips in Figures 6 and 7 that CTSRD
performed less inter-satellite data transmission than CTSTD, so more electric energy could
be used for target observation and data transmission of CTSRD and more missions could be
completed, thus the objective function value was better. For the insufficient electric energy
on satellites 1 and 2, ITSRD performed fewer observation missions than CTSRD, reducing
the consumption of attitude maneuver electric energy to complete more inter-satellite
data transmission missions and satellite-download data transmission missions, thus the
objective function value was better. This shows that the improved tabu search algorithm
helps the satellite cluster observe more targets by adjusting the state of the satellite electricity
subsystem and indicates the improvement of using the subsystem coupling relationship to
help the search method escape from the local optimum.

4.2. Scenario 2 Insufficient Data Transmission Resource Scenario

Scenario 2 represented an insufficient data transmission resource scenario where the
satellites have limited memory capacity and limited satellite–ground data transmission time
windows. There were four satellites with sun-synchronous orbits. The orbital parameters
of the satellites are shown in Table 5. The subsystem parameters of the four satellites were
the same, as shown in Table 6.
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Table 5. Initial satellite orbit parameters in Scenario 2.

Satellite No Semi-Major
Axis (m) Eccentricity Inclination (◦) RAAN (◦) Argument of

Perigee (◦)
True

Anomaly (◦)

1 7,028,140 0 97.9908 40.348 0 0
2 7,028,140 0 97.9908 80.348 0 −30
3 7,028,140 0 97.9908 120.348 0 −60
4 7,028,140 0 97.9908 160.348 0 −90

Table 6. Satellite subsystem parameters in Scenario 2.

Parameter Name Parameter Value

Attitude Maneuver Calculate Method Trapezoidal Method
Max Attitude Maneuver Angular Velocity 1◦/s

Max Attitude Maneuver Angular Acceleration 0.5◦/s2

Max Maneuvering Range Half-Cone Angle 45◦

Antenna Coverage Half-Cone Angle 70◦

Storage Capacity 500 Gbit
Camera’s Data Generation Rate 2 Gbps

Satellite-Satellite Data Transmission Rate 1 Gbps
Satellite-Ground Station Data Transmission Rate 1 Gbps

Battery Electrical Energy Capacity 5 × 106 J
Battery Initial Electrical Energy 5 × 106 J

Max Charging Electrical Power of Solar Arrays 1 kW
Camera Electrical Power 1 kW

Satellite-Satellite Data Transmission Devices Electrical Power 0.5 kW
Satellite-Ground Station Data Transmission Devices Electrical Power 0.5 kW

Satellite Attitude Maneuver Electrical Power 0.2 kW
Satellite Normal Electrical Power 0.55 kW

Observation time of a single target 20 s
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In this scenario, five conditions are generated by randomly generating target points.
The improvement effect of the proposed method in this article is explained by the statistical
results comparison of each method in multiple conditions and the results comparison of
each method in a single condition. The target number was set to 150. In this scenario, the
longitude ranges were [80◦, 180◦] and [−180◦,−160◦], and the latitude range was [10◦, 50◦].
The scenario included 2 ground stations with the following coordinates: (105◦, 20◦),
(110◦, 30◦). The profit from the target points was randomly assigned between 0.9 and
1. The distribution of targets and ground stations is shown in Figure 9.
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The statistical results of the comparison of all six methods are shown in Table 7.
The average optimal solution objective function values and the average optimal solution
iteration time of each method are compared as follows: The optimal solution objective
function values and the optimal solution iteration time of CTSRD and CTSTD are nearly
the same. The optimal solution objective function value of CTSRD is 6% higher than that of
CTSND. The optimal solution iteration time of CTSRD is 5.9% less than that of CTSND. The
optimal solution objective function value of ITSRD is 5.4% higher than that of CTSRD, and
the time required for ITSRD to reach the optimal solution is 24.6% less than that of CTSRD.
The optimal solution objective function values of SASRD and GASRD are slightly higher
than those of CTSRD, but it takes longer to reach the optimal solution. ITSRD performs
better than SASRD and GASRD in terms of the optimal solution objective function value
and the optimal solution iteration time.

Figure 10 presents the iterative results of different methods. The comparison between
the orange dashed line and the green dashed line in the figure illustrates the impact of
the improvement in tabu search. It can be seen from the figure that, before 26 iterations,
the search process of the two methods was the same. After 26 iterations, the traditional
tabu search method falls into the local optimum; when reaching 39 iterations, it has been
improved, but the improvement is limited. In contrast, the improved tabu search method
escapes from the local optimum and continues to search in the direction of a better solution,
which reflects that the improved tabu search method improves the ability to escape from
the local optimum. The scheduling results of SASRD and GASRD are better than those of
the traditional tabu search algorithm, but it takes longer to reach the optimal solution.
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It can be seen from the red boxes in Figures 11 and 12 that ITSRD had more satellite–
ground data transmission periods than CTSRD to complete more satellite–ground data
downloading missions in the insufficient data transmission resource scenario, resulting
in a better objective function value. It can be implied that the traditional tabu search
method can easily fall into the local optimum due to the complexity of the subsystem cou-
pling scheduling of the multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-download coupling
scheduling problem. Additionally, by adjusting the data transmission time windows, the
improved tabu search method can assist the satellite in transmitting more observation data.
Hence, the objective function value is improved, which implies that the improved tabu
search method is able to prevent the search method from falling into the local optimum by
adjusting the states of the satellite cluster subsystem.
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Table 7. Statistical results of different methods in scenario 2.

Optimal Solution
Objective Function Value

Optimal Solution
Iteration Time(s)

Method Max Min Average Max Min Average

CTSND 60.19 55.31 58.03 47,471.11 32,533.38 42,458.55
CTSTD 64.87 59.21 61.52 52,480.11 11,987.33 39,925.27

CTSRD 1 64.87 59.21 61.52 52,510.30 11,987.42 39,951.82
SASRD 64.75 59.28 61.99 56,374.09 40,695.00 49,539.53
GASRD 65.64 59.46 62.37 68,194.30 49,960.36 61,536.70
ITSRD 2 67.67 63.20 64.86 51,163.97 11,726.50 30,114.90

1 Verifying the improvement of data transmission path planning. 2 Verifying the improvement of the local search
process and data transmission path planning.

5. Discussion

From the event flowcharts of the simulation results, it is shown that by incorporating
the data transmission path planning method into the observation scheduling method,
the entire process of coupling the scheduling of observation, relay transmission, and
downloading can be achieved. This process enables the observation satellite to download
the data through other satellites relaying in the non-data transmission window orbit
period to reduce the storage occupation, so that the satellite has more available storage
capacity to complete other target observations and improves the observation ability of the
satellite cluster.

The statistical simulation results reveal that, in the scenario of insufficient electric
energy, the average optimal solution objective function values of CTSRD and CTSND are
nearly the same. The average optimal solution objective function value of CTSRD is 23.9%
higher than that of CTSTD. The average optimal solution iteration time of CTSND, CTSTD,
and CTSRD is nearly the same. In the simulation scenario of insufficient data transmission
resources, the average objective function values of the optimal solutions of CTSRD and
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CTSTD are the same, and the time to reach the optimal solution is nearly the same. The
average optimal solution objective function value of CTSRD is 6% higher than that of
CTSND, and the iteration time to reach the optimal solution of CTSRD is 5.9% less than that
of CTSND. The comparison among different methods of data transmission path planning
shows that the proposed rule-based Dijkstra data transmission planning method has better
adaptability in different conditions of satellite cluster states and environments. At the same
time, it also shows that the two Dijkstra planning methods based on strategies are effective
only in the corresponding conditions.

In the scenario of insufficient electric energy, the average optimal solution objective
function value of ITSRD is 3.8% higher than that of CTSRD, and the average time required
to reach the optimal solution of ITSRD is 31.8% less than that of CTSRD. In the scenario of
insufficient data transmission resources, the average optimal solution objective function
value of ITSRD is 5.4% higher than that of CTSRD, and the average time required for ITSRD
to reach the optimal solution is 24.6% less than that of CTSRD. The result comparisons
between ITSRD and CTSRD show that the improved local search process in tabu search
improves the searching efficiency. In the two scenarios, ITSRD achieves the best optimal
solution and the shortest iteration time for reaching the optimal solution of all methods,
which also reflects the improvement effect of the method proposed in this article.

In the multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-download coupling scheduling
problem, the improved tabu search method in this article outperforms the conventional
simulated annealing algorithm and the genetic algorithm in terms of calculation results and
calculation time. As compared with the traditional tabu search algorithm, the simulated
annealing algorithm and the genetic algorithm reflect the ability and potential of global
search, but it takes a longer time to reach the optimal solution. As a consequence of
the complexity of the working process and multi-subsystem constraints, it takes more
time to calculate the constraint satisfaction of a single solution, which leads to more time
consumption in each iteration for each iteration, resulting in an increase in the search time
of the entire search method. The search results of the simulated annealing algorithm reflect
the uncertainty of the solution caused by the random search process. In order to improve
the stability of the results and obtain better outcomes, it is necessary to further reduce the
temperature-decreasing rate and increase the number of iterations, which results in an
additional rise in calculation time. In the genetic algorithm searching process, due to the
multi-subsystem constraints, the generated solutions contain lots of unwanted solutions in
a single-step iteration process. It is necessary to adjust the solution to meet the constraints.
In this way, it will take more time in the single-step calculation, thus reducing the overall
solution efficiency.

In the iterative results comparison diagram of the two simulation scenarios, it is
apparent that the improved tabu search method and the traditional tabu search method
maintain the same search effect at the initial stage of the search. When the traditional tabu
search method falls into the local optimum, the improved tabu search method shows the
ability to escape from the local optimum. Through the analysis of the observation and
data transmission event diagram, it is clear that the reason why the traditional tabu search
algorithm falls into the local optimum is due to the coupling constraints of the electricity
subsystem and the data transmission subsystem. The improved tabu search algorithm also
gives the satellite the ability to observe and transmit more target data by adjusting the state
of the satellite cluster subsystems and also to escape the local optimum, which justifies the
viewpoint of the improved tabu search method in this article.

This research can be further extended in the following aspects:

1. The global–local combination methods are also an important development direction for
search methods. Combining the advantages of global search methods and local search
methods, the multi-satellite observation-relay transmission-downloading coupling
scheduling method can be improved;

2. Further research can be carried out under different target distributions, ground station
distributions, and satellite parameters. Finding out the influence of the parameters
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of the method on the results under different scenarios. The relationship between
the parameters of the algorithm and the adaptive working conditions is explored
using system analysis and machine learning in order to enhance the adaptability of
the method under different working conditions. In addition, mining the relationship
between the parameters of the algorithm and the adaptive scenarios by using system
analysis and machine learning methods can enhance the adaptability of the scheduling
method in different scenarios.

3. Study the scheduling method with a large-scale satellite cluster and a large number
of targets so as to alleviate the trade-off between calculation results and calculation
efficiency in large-scale problems.

4. In the case of increasing data transmission, how to transmit data to the ground
station stably and quickly in the conditions of large data transmission volumes and
communication interference is also one of our future research directions.

6. Conclusions

In this article, an improved tabu search method for the multi-satellite observation-
relay transmission-downloading coupling scheduling problem is proposed. Based on the
multi-satellite earth observation tabu search algorithm, the data transmission path planning
method for observation data transmission and downloading planning is introduced. The
satellite observation scheduling tabu search algorithm is improved, referring to the idea of
the artificial potential field method. Additionally, in the data transmission path planning
method, two strategy methods, including the “min-node strategy” and the “min-download
time strategy”, are proposed based on the Dijkstra data transmission path planning method.
Based on the strategy Dijkstra method, the state-strategy selection rules are introduced,
and the rule-based Dijkstra data transmission path planning method is proposed. The
simulation results show that the proposed entire process coupling scheduling method
can schedule the observation, relay transmission, and download processes of the satellite
group, and the achievement of the entire process scheduling enhances the ability of the
satellite cluster to obtain the observation data. The improved Dijkstra method enhances
adaptability to the multi-subsystem coupled problem, and the improved local search in the
tabu search method amplifies the algorithm’s search capability.
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